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The Birth of Granular Computing 1996 UC-Berkeley Prof. Zadeh Granular Mathematics Prof. T.Y.Lin Granular Computing "GrC is a superset of the theory of fuzzy information granulation, rough set theory and interval computations, and is a subset of granular mathematics." ------Lotfi Zadeh's Announcement.
"the notion of information granulation has not been fully explored in its own right. We hope the GrC Special Interest Group can explore, organize and unify these divergent concepts, theories, and applications into a well formulated theory of granular computing." ------T.Y. Lin's Announcement. 
Construction of Granules

Constructions of Granules by
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Yao, Granular computing using information tables,2002
Granules induced by equality of attribute values
Sample construction of Granules induced by equality of attribute values
Sample construction of Granules induced by equality of attribute values [3] With respect to attribute "Sky" With respect to attribute "Water" [3] ).
. Granules induced by similarity of attribute values
Define is a binary relation on .
is -related to ; is a binary (reflexive) relation on .
Equality and Equivalence Relations : Granules belongs to one equivalence class. [3] Reflexive Relation: May belong to more than one granules. [3] [3]
Article Number Name SportType Article_Type 
Rough Sets' Perspective
"The theory of Rough Sets deals mainly with the approximation aspect of information granulation." [2] . 
Set-theoretic Model
Any Algebra, Its power algebra is given by Power operation may carry some properties of .
). ,... , , (
Interval number algebra
Define interval numbers:
Interval set algebra }. NS: {N(p)} is a neighborhood system. [6] B
Granular Computing on Binary Number
[Red] = {u1,u3,u8,u9,u12}
[Yellow] = {u2,u7,u10}
[Blue] = {u4,u6}
[Black] = {u11}
[White] = {u5}
[B100] = {u1,u5,u6}
[B200] = {u2,u8,u12}
[B300] = {u3,u9,u11}
[B400] = {u4}
[B500] = {u7,u10} 
Mathematical Foundation for IRSS Space Granulation
The measure of a single granule [7] Confidence or absolute support of provided by ： [7] The strength of the inference (The Conditional Entropy)： [7] The strength of the inference ： [7] Consistent classification problems (using logically implication) [7] φ 
